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An ambitious program has been undertaken to develop scalable, maintainable, Python-based software suitable for
the next generation of radio telescopes using off-the-shelf data structures and processing frameworks [1]. Pro-
totype functions are composed using Dask, Numba, Xarray, and Zarr [2, 3, 4, 5] to be functionally equivalent
re-implementations of a subset of tools from the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) [6].

The CASA mosaic gridder [7] used by the ALMA project was taken as representative of current imaging capability.
For a larger than memory ALMA dataset on a single-machine the prototype’s performance improves proportional
to the number of data partitions until communication overhead begins to dominate the run time. The computation
on the smaller partitions can be more efficiently organized by the Dask scheduler. Thus far, tests of the imaging
prototype indicate comparable or improved performance with respect to existing implementations, and greater
potential for rapid horizontal scaling.

Figure 1. Run time and speedup as a function of parallelism. An ALMA dataset was used with 27 pointings and
16284 channels (367 GB of visibility data).
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